Is the NZEB benchmarking approach suitable for assessing energy retrofit design?
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Abstract. Currently, many effort have been done to enable energy saving issues in building design and many definitions have been introduced for most performing constructions based on energy balance between energy demand and supply. Recently, the Net Zero Energy Building theory has bypassed old Passive House concept but many questions still remain open. Present work aims to estimate how NZEB requirements matching could be affected by the choice of their definition and the choice of weighting factor system, to be count in the energy balance. NZEB concept is mainly referred to new buildings design. Its application to existing buildings is for sure an hard task provided the architecture and physical constraints are often problematic. Nevertheless, the benchmarking approach able to assess the building performance according to the NZEB objective can be utilized for other two purposes. The first one is to assess how an existing building is far from the performances of a NZEB. The second one is to assess the contribution of a conventional retrofit in improving its energy balance.

Introduction

Overview. Recently worldwide climatic changes have been focusing attention on energy saving necessity and a lot of effort has been made to enable this issue, both at research and legislative level. Hence, architectural and technological design has become an important field to be investigated in order to improve new building energy performance; while many legislative codes have been introduced at local level and more (for example in EU the EPBD codes introduced by Directive 2002/91/EC and Directive 2010/31/EU) \cite{1}. Thus, many researches have been carried out on these topics but few efforts have been made on existing buildings which represent at least the main part of worldwide building stock. However, the latter roles an important play in energy saving issues, especially in Italy, where areas earmarked for new building construction have been continuously reduced? Within that category, recently survey shows how the energy consumption in public existing buildings has a very high impact. Moreover energy refurbishment is often a hard-to-achieve goal, due to both technical and legislative barriers: best practices focus on plant and envelope energy performance, respectively at active and passive design level. Hence, the optimal compromise between energy demand and supply is the most important issue to achieve.

NZEB theory. A first approach to the energy saving topics lead to Passive House concept that was centered on energy demand reduction to almost zero values and stand-alone energy supply. Moreover recent researches have moved towards new directions aiming to balance energy demand by renewable energy sources supply, in a defined period and in a grid connected system from whom the “net” term. Moreover this new approach contains within itself some points of indeterminacy related to its definition. Which is the physical boundary limit of the system to count on? Could it be only the building footprint or a large suitable area could be included? And how large it could be? Which are the terms to be included in the balance? Moreover, which is the best compromise between demand reduction and energy supply? Is it possible to dismiss energy efficiency at building design level in favor of only plant design? Which is the most suitable metric to be used in such a balance? From these questions different NZEB definitions have been sorted. For example, Torcellini et al. in 2006 \cite{2}
distinguished among: Net Zero Site Energy, Net Zero Source Energy, Net Zero Energy Cost and Net Zero Energy Emission. The four definitions differ for the chosen boundary (with spatial or technological approaches) and for metrics (energy unit for the first two, money or emission metric for the latest two). This introduces a critical aspect in the balance evaluation that is related to the choice of appropriated weighting factors. Indeed, they can merely be intended as conversion factors from final to primary energy or when they embed numerical weights they must be utilized to take into account strategic or policy issues (Fig.1). Moreover, it is worth noting that NZEB concept is almost focused on new building construction neglecting energy refurbishment [3-5].

![Fig. 1. Comparison among conversion factors for different Countries and local codes.](image)

**Research target.** As already highlighted, building refurbishment is an important goal to be achieved due to its weight on energy worldwide consumption even if many design and technical limit exits. So that how long the net zero energy target in building refurbishment is feasible at a legislative and technical level? Which role the choice of the definition and the weighting factors could have?

**Methodology**

In order to evaluate how different definitions and set of weighting factors could change an assessment of NZEB related performance and what is the main suitable for refurbishment evaluation, a real study case has been introduced. It deals with the building “Facoltà di Biologia” located in the Campus of University of Palermo (South Italy). The 7,000 m² NE/SO oriented building is placed nearby a parking lot and it belongs to ’70s, its volume is 47152 m³ while the S/V ratio value is 0.23. Window area is about 35% of the total vertical surfaces. Laboratories, classroom and offices are located and connected each other by large hallway spaces. Furthermore an experimental campaign and an electrical consumption audit have been done in order to evaluate actual building energy performance. Finally the all year round occupation pattern has been taken into consideration, so as also internal loads have been estimated.

![Fig. 2 Case-study building model and plant: “Facoltà di Biologia” in Palermo.](image)
Afterwards, a base case-study has been analyzed by means of Energy Plus simulation software [4] in order to assess the building energy performance in a time-dependent simulation. Specifically consumption has been estimated sorting some representative area for each intended use and were compared to the gathered data from survey. Thus, considering the general energy saving issues, some refurbishment scenarios have been introduced. According to a NZEB approach philosophies a PV system has been firstly introduced considering the available surfaces for a good architectonical integration and were taken as constant features in all the others scenario. So that the following models have been performed by means of Energy-plus model [5]:

- Scenario 1. Considering the available surfaces, a PV system has been added to the base study-case, with 39.20 MWh/y, corresponding to 3.2 kWh/m²y electrical production by the installed power 35.02 kWp with an efficiency equal to 15%.
- Scenario 2. According to local code, insulation materials have been introduced in order to improve building opaque envelope thermal resistance. Five centimeters fiber-glass panel was used for wall insulation changing U-value from 0.48 to 0.39 W/m²K, while roof surface was covered by a PU (10 cm) improving U-value to 0.38 W/m²K.
- Scenario 3. A new HVAC plant has been introduced on the base case-study with a mechanical ventilation efficiency sets to 85% and an reversible heat pump characterized by mean seasonal efficiency equal to 3.5 and 3.2 respectively in winter and summer. Distribution losses are 6%;
- Scenario 4. This scenario includes all the previous scenarios, moreover introducing higher efficiency window whose transmittance value is 2.1 W/m²K with selective glasses;
- Scenario 5. This scenario includes the previous one adding a step-control in lighting system considering the daylighting;
- Scenario 6. This scenario includes the previous one adding a continuous-control in lighting system considering the daylighting.

Finally, all these results were implemented in the NZEB Evaluation Tool created by IEA Task-40 [6]. The tool is structured in three spread sheets: the first one is aimed to describe building feature and plant production distinguishing different loads (cooling, heating, DHW, lighting, plug load, auxiliaries and ventilation) from monitored or estimated consumption by on or off site generation, setting apart by energy carriers. The second spreadsheet takes into account the weighting factor that could be assumed as static all over the year or on monthly base; finally the third spreadsheet introduces operating cost for generated and delivered energy. The tool output is the energy balance according to the main four NZEB definition: NZEB primary, NZEB limited, NZEB carbon and NZEB cost. In particular, cooling, heating, lighting loads have been introduced and PV production was set to 39.20 MWh/y, while conversion factors were introduced as static weighting factor for each scenario and for different National codes. The Cost definition was not considered due to the lack of information; while the other three were compared with each other and for each country.

Results and discussion

Energy refurbishment. The base case-study simulation gave a yearly average consumption of 33.8 kWh/m²y and all the introduced scenario allow a reduction of this consumption. The first three scenario show how isolated actions at opaque envelope and plant generation/production levels do not affect energy balance significantly. For example, reducing opaque envelope U-value lead to an energy saving about 15% with respect to the base study-case even in Summer and Winter. Thus the need to join all these refurbishment action in scenario 4 considering also window energy performance. Important results concern the last scenario where a consumption decreases about 64% and 78.9% of the balance with respect to base case-study are recorded introducing respectively a stepped and continuous control lighting system. Specifically, the Scenario 6 is the better one in terms of CO2 emission reduction about 509.421 kg/y.

NZEB definition impact: Italy. Comparing results in Fig.3 a considerable gap is recorded in the balance values between the two energy-based NZEB definition: for the first three scenario, primary NZEB results are about 2 times higher than the limited ones, this trend increases to 3 times in the next
scenario. A more constant trend is recorded for the emission-based definition (NZEB Carbon) where an average reduction about 20% is recorded with respect to the base study-case.

![Comparison among different NZEB energy balances for each refurbishment scenario.](image)

**NZEB weighting factor impact: a comparison between Country code.** Weighting factors were evaluated Country by Country taking into account primary conversion factors in order to assess their affection on energy balance [7-15]. As shown in Fig. 4, changing values in accordance with Fig. 1 leads to very different results in the balance. In accordance with energy-based definitions the best results correspond to Switzerland whose balance was about 2 times the one of Sweden, corresponding to the lowest energy balance scenario. Higher gap is recorded in the NZEB graph where the less performing Spain matches a 4 times higher value with respect to the most performing Switzerland.

![Scenario 6: comparison among energy balances weighting factors from different codes in the best scenario.](image)

The best scenario (scenario 6) was implemented, neglecting architectonical integration, and other PV surfaces covering the whole roof area (~3250 m²) are provided. PV plant design was carried out considering the available surface, the best orientation, PV module efficiency and shadowing effect; 18.70 kWh/m²y PV production was estimated. This further scenario was performed according to Italian Code. Fig. 5 shows how better results are achieved for all three definitions, among which the Limited one is the most suitable.
**Conclusion**

The present work demonstrates how NZEB target for existing buildings is hard to achieve goal. Reducing the energy losses and enhancing the HVAC efficiency, throughout retrofit, are not enough to match NZEB requirements, according to the introduced definitions. So, appropriate area has to be found within the building and/or its outdoor spaces in order to improve the energy production by renewable source. According to our results and for NZEB Limited definition, the better balance is suitable to achieve the Zero target. Moreover, political decisions are necessary for easy finding available surface according to legislative code or strategic actions which have to be introduced at territorial level. It has to be noticed that public buildings are more suitable for NZEB matching as their outdoor spaces are suitable for energy production; moreover energy sources could be easily displaced nearby. Finally, the further development of this work will concern deepening of energy zero target in building refurbishment in order to find out design criteria suitable in this topic.
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